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Null-Steering Beamformer-Based Feedback
Cancellation for Multi-Microphone Hearing Aids
With Incoming Signal Preservation
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Abstract—In hearing aids, acoustic feedback occurs due to the
coupling between the hearing aid loudspeaker and microphone(s).
In order to reduce the acoustic feedback, adaptive filters are commonly used to estimate the feedback contribution in the microphone(s). While theoretically allowing for perfect feedback cancellation, in practice the adaptive filter converges to an optimal
solution that is typically biased due to the closed-loop acoustical
system of the hearing aid. In order to avoid the adaptation to a
biased optimal solution, in this paper we propose to use a fixed
beamformer to cancel the acoustic feedback contribution for an
earpiece with multiple integrated microphones and loudspeakers.
By steering a spatial null in the direction of the hearing aid loudspeaker, we show that theoretically perfect feedback cancellation
can be achieved. While previous null-steering beamforming approaches did not control for distortions of the incoming signal, in
this paper we propose to incorporate a constraint based on the
relative transfer function (RTF) of the incoming signal, aiming to
perfectly preserve this signal. We formulate the computation of
the beamformer coefficients both as a least-squares optimization
procedure, aiming to minimize the residual feedback power, and as
a min–max optimization procedure, aiming to directly maximize
the maximum stable gain of the hearing aid. Experimental results
using measured acoustic feedback paths from a custom earpiece
with two microphones in the vent and a third microphone in the
concha show that the proposed fixed null-steering beamformer using the RTF-based constraint provides a reduction of the acoustic
feedback and substantially increases the added stable gain while
preserving the incoming signal. This can even be achieved for unknown acoustic feedback paths and incoming signal directions.
Index Terms—Acoustic feedback cancellation, least-squares optimization, min-max optimization, hearing aids, null-steering.
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I. INTRODUCTION
UE to the acoustic coupling between the hearing aid loudspeaker and microphone(s), acoustic feedback is a common problem limiting the maximum applicable gain in hearing
aids. Most often acoustic feedback is perceived as whistling or
howling. In order to reduce the acoustic feedback in changing
acoustics and to increase the maximum gain that can be applied
in the hearing aid, robust feedback suppression strategies are
required.
Different approaches exist to reduce the acoustic feedback,
e.g., feedforward suppression algorithms, acoustic feedback
cancellation (AFC) algorithms and spatial filtering algorithms
(see also [1]). On the one hand, feedforward suppression algorithms typically modify the loudspeaker signal and thus provide
a trade-off between a limited feedback reduction performance
and perceptually audible distortions. On the other hand, AFC
algorithms use an adaptive filter to model the acoustic feedback
path(s) between the hearing aid loudspeaker and the microphone(s) [1]–[8]. In theory using a filter to model the acoustic
feedback path allows for perfect cancellation of the acoustic
feedback. However, due to the closed-loop acoustical system of
the hearing aid, the optimal filter solution to which the adaptive filter is converging is usually biased, e.g., [3], [9]. Different approaches have been proposed to reduce the bias, e.g.,
by using the so-called prediction-error-method (PEM) [2], [3],
[10], by using an additional probe noise [4], [5] or by using
phase modulation and frequency shifting [11]. In addition, it
has been shown that an improved reduction of the bias can be
achieved by exploiting an additional microphone, e.g., in multimicrophone hearing aids, by adaptively removing the contribution of the incoming signal in the filter adaptation [12], [13].
Using spatial filtering algorithms it is possible to reduce the (directional) acoustic feedback contribution in the microphones,
e.g., by using a combined multi-microphone feedback cancellation and noise reduction scheme [14], [15]. Additionally, spatial filtering algorithms allow to avoid the adaptation towards a
biased optimal solution completely by using a fixed, i.e., timeinvariant, beamformer to reduce the feedback contribution in the
microphones [16]–[18].
In this paper we consider a custom multi-microphone hearing aid and propose to cancel the acoustic feedback using a
fixed null-steering beamformer, thus avoiding the problem of
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Fig. 2. Generic single-loudspeaker multi-microphone closed-loop hearing aid
system.
Fig. 1. Considered hearing aid setup with a single-loudspeaker threemicrophone earpiece.

adapting to a typically biased optimal solution. In particular,
we consider a custom earpiece [19], [20] (see Fig. 1) with two
closely spaced microphones and a loudspeaker in the vent, and
a third microphone located in the concha. In contrast to conventional behind-the-ear hearing aids, this earpiece design allows
to design a fixed beamformer with a spatial null in the direction
of the hearing aid loudspeaker located in the vent [16]–[18].
Thus, the null-steering beamformer ideally cancels all signals
originating from the hearing aid receiver and does not impact
the incoming (external) signal. Similarly as in [16], [17] and
[18], we propose to compute the null-steering beamformer to
either minimize the residual feedback power or maximize the
maximum stable gain (MSG). However, in those studies only
a constraint on the null-steering beamformer was considered
where the coefficients in a reference microphone were chosen
to be fixed delay and hence did not directly control for any
distortions of the incoming signal. In contrast, in this paper we
propose to incorporate a constraint based on the relative transfer function (RTF) of the incoming signal in order to directly
preserve the incoming signal in the beamformer output. Furthermore, when maximizing the maximum stable gain using a
linear programming (LP) formulation, in [18] the real and imaginary parts of the frequency response of the beamformer output
were assumed to be independent of each other. In fact, this approximates the desired circular cost of the involved min-max
optimization problem by using a squared box cost, hence possibly leading to suboptimal performance. In this paper we extend
this optimization by using the so-called real rotation theorem
[21] allowing to approximate the desired optimization problem
with arbitrarily small error.
In this paper we propose the three following extensions to
previous work:
1) to use a constraint based on the RTF of the incoming
signal.
2) to formulate the optimization of the beamformer coefficients as a min-max optimization program aiming to
maximize the maximum stable gain, where we use the

real rotation theorem [21] to extend the optimization approach proposed in [18].
3) to provide an extensive experimental comparison of the
null-steering beamformer minimizing the residual feedback power and the null-steering beamformer maximizing
the maximum stable gain of the hearing aid.
Experimental results using measured acoustic feedback paths
show that the proposed null-steering beamformer provides a
substantial reduction of the acoustic feedback, while preserving
a high perceptual speech quality even for different unknown
incoming source directions. Furthermore, the fixed beamformer
also enables to increase the added stable gain for challenging
acoustic conditions, i.e., after repositioning of the earpiece and
with a telephone receiver close to the ear. In addition, when combined with a PEM-AFC algorithm, experimental results show
that the proposed null-steering beamformer and the PEM-AFC
algorithm provide complementary performance, i.e., the performance in terms of the MSG of the combination is similar to the
sum of the MSGs (in dB) of the individual algorithms.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section II the considered acoustic scenario and general notation are introduced. In
Section III we analyse the considered single-loudspeaker multimicrophone hearing aid system and show that in theory perfect feedback cancellation can be achieved using a null-steering
beamformer. In Section IV the computation of the beamformer
coefficients is formulated both as linearly constrained leastsquares optimization problems to reduce the residual feedback
power and linearly constrained min-max optimization problems
to maximize the MSG. In Section V the different fixed nullsteering beamformer solutions are evaluated using measured
acoustic feedback paths from a custom multi-microphone earpiece with three microphones and one loudspeaker.
II. ACOUSTIC SCENARIO AND NOTATION
Consider a single-loudspeaker multi-microphone hearing aid
system with M microphones as depicted in Fig. 2. For simplicity we assume that all transfer functions are linear and timeinvariant.
The mth microphone signal ym [k], m = 1, . . . , M , at discrete time k is the sum of the incoming signal xm [k] and the
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loudspeaker contribution in the mth microphone fm [k], i.e.,
ym [k] = xm [k] + fm [k]
= xm [k] + Hm (q)u[k],

(1)

Moreover, we assume that the incoming signal x[k] is composed
of a single directional speech source s[k], i.e.,

(2)

x[k] = D(q)s[k],

where u[k] denotes the loudspeaker signal and Hm (q) denotes
the acoustic feedback path between the mth microphone and the
loudspeaker. We assume that the acoustic feedback path can be
modelled as an LH -dimensional polynomial in q, i.e.,
Hm (q) = hm ,0 + · · · + hm ,L H −1 q −L H +1 ,
=

hTm q,

By stacking all microphone signals into an M -dimensional vector, (2) can be rewritten as

with


T
y[k] = y1 [k] . . . yM [k] ,
T

x[k] = x1 [k] . . . xM [k] ,
T

H(q) = H1 (q) . . . HM (q) .

e[k] = WT (q)y[k],

(7)
(8)

T

.

(18)

The LD -dimensional impulse response vector of the acoustic
transfer function for the mth microphone is defined as

dm = dm ,0

...

dm ,L D −1

T

.

(19)

The incoming signal x[k] can also be defined by using the
relative transfer function (RTF) between a reference microphone
m0 and the remaining microphones, i.e.,

(11)

D̃(q) =


d̃m = d˜m ,0

and the M LW -dimensional stacked vector of the beamformer
coefficient vectors is defined as


T T
w = w1T . . . wM
.
(15)
The signal e[k] is then processed using the hearing aid forward
path G(q), yielding the loudspeaker signal u[k], i.e.,
(16)

D(q)
,
Dm 0 (q)

(21)

with Dm 0 (q) the acoustic transfer function between the source
and the reference mirophone m0 . The LD̃ -dimensional impulse
response vector of the relative transfer function for the mth
microphone is defined as

f˜[k ]

and x̃[k] and f˜[k] are the residual incoming signal and residual
feedback component, respectively. The LW -dimensional beamformer coefficient vector of Wm (q) for the mth microphone is
defined as
T

wm = wm ,0 . . . wm ,L W −1 ,
(14)

(20)

where D̃(q) is the M -dimensional vector containing the RTF
between the microphones, i.e.,

(9)

where W(q) denotes the M -dimensional vector of the beamformer weighting functions and f [k] denotes the M -dimensional
vector of the feedback component in the microphones, i.e.,
T

W(q) = W1 (q) . . . WM (q) ,
(12)
T

f [k] = f1 [k] . . . fM [k] ,
(13)

u[k] = G(q)e[k].

DM (q)

x[k] = D̃(q)xm 0 [k] = D̃(q)Dm 0 (q)s[k],

(10)

= WT (q)x[k] + WT (q)f [k],

   


...

(6)

After applying a fixed filter-and-sum beamformer to the microphone signals the beamformer output signal e[k] is obtained,
i.e.,

x̃[k ]


D(q) = D1 (q)

(3)

where [·]T denotes transpose operation, q is the vector containing the delay-elements of q of appropriate length and hm
denotes the impulse response of the mth acoustic feedback path,
i.e.,
T

hm = hm ,0 . . . hm ,L H −1 .
(5)

(17)

where D(q) is the M -dimensional vector containing the acoustic transfer function between the source and each of the M
microphones, i.e.,

(4)

y[k] = x[k] + H(q)u[k],

681

...

d˜m ,L D̃ −1

T

.

(22)

Furthermore, the beamformer response for the acoustic feedback paths in the frequency domain at discrete angular frequency ωn can be computed by applying the NF F T -point discrete Fourier transform (DFT) to the beamformer response in
the time-domain, i.e.,
HH (ωn )W(ωn ) = fT (ωn )Hw,

(23)

where f(ωn ) is the (LH + LW − 1)-dimensional vector of the
DFT matrix, i.e.,

f(ωn ) = 1

− Nj 2 π n

− jN2 π 2 n

···

−

j 2 π n ( L H + L W −2 )
N FFT

T

,
(24)
and H is the (LH + LW − 1) × M LW -dimensional matrix of
the concatenated (LH + LW − 1) × LW -dimensional convolution matrices Hm , i.e.,
e

FFT

e


H = H1

FFT

...

e


HM ,

(25)
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with

⎡

Hm

hm ,0
⎢
⎢
⎢ hm ,1
⎢
⎢
..
⎢
.
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢ hm ,L W −1
=⎢
⎢
..
⎢
.
⎢
⎢
⎢
⎢ hm ,L H −1
⎢
⎢
..
⎢
.
⎣
0

0
hm ,0
..
.

..

.

.

..

.

..

.

..

.

..

.

..

.

..

.

..

.

..

...

0
..
.
..
.

...
..
.

...

hm ,0
..
.
..
.
..
.

Note that in (33) it is assumed that the phase of the open-loop
transfer function is a multiple of 2π for all frequencies ωn , hence
providing a worst-case assumption for the MSG. Assuming that
for different sets of measurements of the acoustic feedback paths
the lowest MSG determines the MSG of the hearing aid in
challenging conditions we further define the overall MSG as

⎤
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥.
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎥
⎦

III. SYSTEM ANALYSIS
In the following we analyse the transfer function of the hearing aid system depicted in Fig. 2. By combining (6), (10), and
(16) we can rewrite the loudspeaker signal as
(27)

such that
u[k] =

G(q)WT (q)
x[k],
1 − O(q)




(28)

C T (q )

with C(q) the closed-loop transfer function and O(q) the openloop transfer function defined as
O(q) = G(q)WT (q)H(q).

(29)

From this expression it can be observed that perfect feedback
cancellation for the considered system can be achieved under
the following condition: The beamformer W(q) cancels the
feedback contribution in the microphones, i.e.,
WT (q)H(q) = 0,

(30)

with Wm (q) = 0 for at least one m ∈ [1, . . . , M ] to avoid the
trivial solution.
Furthermore, if (30) holds, then from (28) and using (17) we
obtain
u[k] = G(q)WT (q)x[k]
= G(q)WT (q)D(q)s[k].

1
.
maxω n |(H(i) )H (ωn )W(ωn )|2

(34)

In this section we consider the design of a fixed null-steering
beamformer to cancel the feedback contribution of the loudspeaker in the microphones. In order to compute the fixed nullsteering beamformer, we assume knowledge of multiple (I)
sets of acoustic feedback paths H(i) (q), i = 1, . . . , I, e.g., by
measurement. Furthermore, we assume knowledge of the acoustic transfer functions D(q) between the source and the microphones or their corresponding RTF D̃(q). We assume that in a
practical scenario all computations required to compute the nullsteering beamformer can be performed offline and the obtained
filter coefficients are then transferred to the hearing device. In
Section IV-A we present the different objective functions and in
Section IV-B we present the existing fixed delay constraint and
the proposed RTF-based constraint. In Section IV-C and IV-D
we formulate the computation of the null-steering subject to the
different constraints as least-squares optimization problems and
min-max optimization problems, respectively.
A. Objective Functions
To compute the beamformer coefficient vector w we use two
different cost functions, aiming at either minimizing the residual
feedback power or maximizing the MSG. On the one hand,
minimizing the average residual feedback power across several
(I) sets of acoustic feedback path measurements corresponds to
minimizing the least-squares error of the beamformer, i.e., the
least-squares cost function
JL S (w) =

I


H(i) w22 ,

(35)

i=1

(31)
(32)

Note that although (30) provides a perfect solution to the feedback cancellation problem, applying the beamformer coefficients will hence also modify the incoming signals x[k], possibly
leading to sound quality degradation.
Assuming a broadband forward path gain function G(q) =
|G|q −d G with dG ≥ 1 a delay, the maximum stable gain Mi of
the closed-loop system for the ith set of acoustic feedback path
measurements can be obtained by rearranging the magnitude
response of the open-loop transfer function |O(ωn )| = 1 for the
broadband gain |G|, i.e.,
Mi =

i

IV. FIXED NULL-STEERING BEAMFORMER DESIGN

hm ,L H −1

u[k] = G(q)WT (q)x[k] + G(q)WT (q)H(q)u[k],

M = min Mi .

(26)

(33)

where H(i) is the convolution matrix of the acoustic feedback
paths for the ith set of measurements, i = 1, . . . , I, defined
similarly as H in (25).
On the other hand, similarly as in [22] for the optimization of a
common part of acoustic feedback paths, maximizing the overall
MSG in (34) in a multi-microphone hearing aid corresponds to
minimizing the denominator in (33) across all measurements
i = 1, . . . , I, i.e., the following cost function
JM M (w) = max |H(i),H (ωn )W(ωn )|2 ,
i,ω n

(36)

where H(i) (ωn ) is the M -dimensional vector of the frequency
response of the acoustic feedback path at frequency ωn for the
ith measurement, defined similarly as H(ωn ) in (23).
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B. Constraints
Note that both cost functions (35) and (36) can be minimized
by w = 0, which is obviously not desired since this would result
in u[k] = e[k] = 0. Therefore, in this section we first present the
fixed delay constraint used in [7], [16], [18] and then propose
an RTF constraint based on the RTF of the incoming signal to
mitigate this trivial solution.
The fixed delay constraint sets the beamformer coefficients
in the reference microphone m0 equal to a delay of Ld samples,
i.e.,
wm 0 = [ 0 . . . 0 1 0 . . . 0 ]T = ěL d ,
  

(37)

Ld

where we use ěL d to denote a vector of appropriate length with
its (Ld + 1)th element equal to 1. Note that applying this constraint does not control for distortions of the incoming signal.
Therefore, we propose a constraint that directly preserves the
incoming signal in a reference microphone in the beamformer
output, i.e., x̃[k] = xm 0 [k]. Applying the beamformer to the
incoming signal x[k] in (17) the beamformer output for the
incoming signal yields x̃[k] = WT (q)D(q)s[k]. Similarly, this
can be done for the definition of the incoming signal x[k] in (20)
using the RTF where the beamformer output for the incoming
signal yields x̃[k] = WT (q)D̃(q)xm 0 [k]. Hence, if the beamformer output for the RTF of the incoming signal yields a unit
(or a delayed unit) response, i.e.,
WT (q)D̃(q) = q −L d ,

(38)

the incoming signal is preserved. This can be formulated in the
time-domain as
D̃w = ěL d

(39)

where D̃ is the (LD̃ + LW − 1) × M LW -dimensional matrix
of concatenated (LD̃ + LW − 1) × LW convolution matrices
D̃m , i.e.,

D̃ = D̃1

...


D̃M ,

(40)

where D̃m is defined similarly as Hm in (26). Note that although
different methods exist to compute the RTFs, in this paper we
consider a simple regularized least-squares optimization method
(cf. Appendix).
C. Least-Squares Optimization
By combining the least-squares cost function in (35) with the
fixed delay constraint in (37) we obtain the following linearly
constrained least-squares optimization problem
min
w

I

i=1

(H(i) )w22

subject to wm 0 = ěL d

(41a)
(41b)
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By substituting the constraint directly in the cost function this
optimization problem can be reformulated as
min
w

I


M


(H(i)
m 0 )ěL d +

2
(H(i)
m )wm 2 .

(42)

m =1
m = m 0

i=1

The closed-form solution to this optimization problem is
given by
w̌ = (H̄T H̄)−1 H̄T H̄m 0 ěL d ,

wm 0 = ěL d ,

(43)

where H̄ is the I(LW + LH − 1) × (M − 1)LW -dimensional
(i)
matrix of stacked and concatenated convolution matrices Hm ,
m = 1, . . . , M , m = m0 , i = 1, . . . , I in (26) and H̄m 0 is the
I(LW + LH − 1) × LW -dimensional matrix of stacked matri(i)
ces Hm 0 , i = 1, . . . , I.
When using the proposed RTF-based constraint in (39) instead of the fixed delay constraint in (37), the optimization problem can be formulated using multiple (J) RTF constraints, e.g.,
to constrain multiple incoming signal directions, leading to a
similar linearly constrained least-squares problem as in (41), i.e.,
min
w ,i

I


(H(i) )w22

i=1
(j )

subject to D̃

w = ěL d

(44a)
∀j = 1, . . . , J

(44b)

where the convolution matrix D̃(j ) for the jth RTF measurement
is defined similarly as D̃ in (40).
Note that for the fixed delay constraint in (41) the filter coefficients in the reference microphone are constrained to be a delay,
whereas for the RTF-based constraint in (44) the response of
the beamformer for a specific incoming signal direction is constrained to be a delay.
The closed-form solution of this optimization problem is
given by
w = (H̃T H̃)−1 D̄T (D̄(H̃T H̃)−1 D̄T )−1 ēL d ,

(45)

where H̃ is the I(LW + LH − 1) × M LW -dimensional matrix of stacked convolution matrices H(i) , i = 1, . . . , I in
(25), D̄ is the J(LD̃ + LW − 1) × M LW -dimensional stacked
convolution matrix of D̃(j ) , j = 1, . . . , J, and ēL d is the
J(LD̃ + LW − 1)-dimensional vector of stacked vectors ěL d .
D. Min-Max Optimization
Instead of minimizing the residual feedback power using the
least-squares optimization procedures in Section IV-C, in this
section we formulate the optimization of the null-steering beamformer to directly maximize the overall MSG of the hearing aid
defined in (34).
By combining the cost function in (36) with the fixed delay
constraint in (37) we obtain the following linearly constrained
min-max optimization problem
min
w

max |(H(i) )H (ωn )W(ωn )|2
ω n ,i

subject to wm 0 = ěL d

(46a)
(46b)
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where H(i) (ωn ) is the M -dimensional vector containing the
frequency responses of the acoustic feedback paths for the ith
measurement.
Contrary to the least-squares optimization problem in (41),
this min-max optimization problem does not have a closed-form
solution. By introducing the non-negative auxiliary variable t
[23], the optimization problem in (46) can be reformulated as
min

t

t,w

(47a)
(i) H

subject to

min

2

|(H ) (ωn )W(ωn )| ≤ t

(47b)

wm 0 = ěL d .

(47c)

By recognizing (47b) as a Schur complement [24], the optimization problem in (47) can be formulated as the following
semidefinite programming (SDP) problem
min

t

t,w

(48a)

⎡

t

⎢ (i)
⎣ p (ωn )

subject to

(i)

(i)

p (ωn )

q (ωn )

1

0

0

1

q (i) (ωn )

⎥
⎦  0, ∀ωn , i

wm 0 = ěL d ,

p(i) (ωn ) = Re{(H(i) )H (ωn )W(ωn )},
(i) H

q (ωn ) = Im{(H ) (ωn )W(ωn )}.

(49)
(50)

The SDP problem in (48) can then be solved using existing
convex optimization tools, e.g., as implemented in the convex
optimization toolbox CVX [25], [26]. However, with an increasing number of frequencies and/or number of measurements it
cannot be exactly solved using existing optimization tools due
to the increasingly large scale of the optimization problem [26].
Therefore, we propose to approximate the optimization problem
in (48) using the real rotation theorem [21] as an LP problem.
Using the real rotation theorem [21] the aim is to approximate
the minimization of the absolute value with arbitrarily small
error by projecting the complex residual beamformer error onto
a rotating complex pointer using a finite set of rotation angles.
The optimization problem in (46) can thus be approximated as
the following LP problem for all ωn , φl and i = 1, . . . , I
t,w

subject to

max |(H(i) )H (ωn )W(ωn )|2

(52a)

w = ěL d ∀j = 1, . . . , J

(52b)

ω n ,i
(j )

subject to D̃

The optimization problem in (52) can be approximated as an
LP problem using the real rotation theorem, i.e., for all ωn , φl ,
i = 1, . . . , I
min
t,w

t

D̃(j ) w = ěL d ∀j = 1, . . . , J.

(53a)
(53b)
(53c)

Both the linear program in (51) and the linear program in
(53) can be solved using the convex optimization toolbox CVX
[25], [26].

(48c)

where  0 denotes positive semidefiniteness, and p(i) (ωn ) and
q (i) (ωn ) denote the real and the imaginary parts of the residual
beamformer error for the ith measurement, i.e.,

(i)

w

subject to p(i) (ωn ) cos φl + q (i) (ωn ) sin φl ≤ t,

⎤

(48b)

min

optimization problem formulated in [18] corresponds to the special case of Nφ = 4.
When using the RTF-based constraint in (39) we additionally
aim at avoiding distortions of the incoming signal by considering
multiple (J) RTF measurements. The design of the null-steering
beamformer using the proposed RTF-based constraint in (39)
can then be formulated as the following linearly constrained
min-max optimization problem

t

(51a)

p(i) (ωn ) cos φl + q (i) (ωn ) sin φl ≤ t

(51b)

wm 0 = ěL d ,

(51c)

with φl the lth rotation angle, l = 1, . . . , Nφ . The approximation error when using (51) depends on the choice of Nφ [21]
and is bounded for, e.g., a choice of Nφ = 4 to approximately
3 dB and for Nφ = 16 to approximately 0.17 dB. Note that the

V. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION
In this section the performance of the proposed RTFconstrained null-steering beamformer is evaluated when using
2 or 3 microphones and compared with the existing approaches
[17], [18] that used the fixed delay constraint in (37). In particular, we consider the ability to cancel the acoustic feedback
in different acoustic scenarios as well as the distortion of the
incoming signal. In Section V-A we describe the acoustic setup
and the used performance measures. In Section V-B we present
experimental results to justify our selection of the parameters
for the RTF constraint. In Section V-C the optimal performance
of the null-steering beamformer is investigated, i.e., the same
IRs were used for optimization and evaluation. In Section V-D
the robustness against changes in the acoustic feedback paths is
investigated, i.e., different IRs were used for optimization and
evaluation. In Section V-E the perceptual quality and robustness
against changes of the incoming signal direction is evaluated.
Finally, in Section V-F we compare and combine the proposed
null-steering beamformer with a PEM-AFC algorithm.
A. Setup and Performance Measures
Acoustic feedback paths and acoustic transfer functions were
measured for the three-microphone-one-loudspeaker earpiece
depicted in Fig. 1, which was inserted to the right ear of a
dummy head with adjustable ear canals [27]. The IRs of the
acoustic feedback paths and acoustic transfer functions were
sampled at fs = 16 kHz and truncated to length LH = 100 and
LD = 3000. Measurements were performed in an acoustically
treated chamber (T60 ≈ 300 ms) and the distance between the
external source and the dummy head was approximately 1.2 m
(cf. experimental setup depicted in Fig. 3). Acoustic feedback
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0.17 dB. For the optimization using the fixed delay constraint
we used Ld = LW /2 as suggested in [16], [17].
We evaluated the feedback cancellation performance of the
null-steering beamformer using the added stable gain (ASG)
[2], [29] and the perceptual quality of the signal after applying
the null-steering beamformer using the narrow-band perceptual
evaluation of speech quality (PESQ) measure [28].
The ASG for the considered hearing aid setup is computed as
ASG = 20 log10

1
maxω n

|HH (ω

n )W(ωn )|

− M SGm 0 ,

(54)
where M SGm 0 is the maximum stable gain of the hearing aid
using only the reference microphone m0 , i.e.,
Fig. 3. Experimental setup used for the measurement of acoustic feedback
paths and acoustic transfer functions. For conciseness the hearing aid loudspeaker is not shown.

M SGm 0 = 20 log10

1
.
maxω n |Hm 0 (ωn )|

(55)

The reference signal for the PESQ measure was the incoming
signal xm 0 [k] in the reference microphone, while the test signal
was the error signal e[k] after applying the beamformer. In order
to assess only the effect of the beamformer on speech quality
and avoid any influence of the acoustic feedback on the PESQ
results, for the perceptual quality evaluation no hearing aid processing was applied, i.e., the hearing aid forward path was set
to G(q) = 0, and hence e[k] = x̃[k] in (11).1 As speech source
we used an 80 s long signal obtained by concatenating multiple
sentences from the TIMIT database [30].
B. Experiment 1: Selection of RTF Parameters

Fig. 4. Amplitude responses of the measured acoustic feedback paths. Continuous lines show feedback paths in free-field, i.e., without any obstruction
(used for computing the beamformer coefficients), dashed dotted lines show
exemplary responses after repositioning of the earpiece, and dashed lines show
the acoustic feedback paths in the presence of a telephone receiver.

paths were measured in free-field, i.e., without any obstruction
close to the ear, and with a telephone close to the ear. For both
conditions ten measurements were performed, where after each
measurement the earpiece was removed from the dummy head
and reattached, leading to a total of twenty different feedback
path measurements. Four different directions of the external
source were considered: frontal, 90 degrees right, back, 90 degrees left. Fig. 4 shows the amplitude responses of the measured
acoustic feedback paths for the three different microphones and
for different acoustic conditions. The forward path of the hearing aid was set to G(q) = q −96 1045/20 , corresponding to a delay of 6 ms and a broadband amplification of 45 dB. For all
experiments the reference microphone m0 = 2, i.e., the microphone located at the outer phase of the vent, was chosen since
it includes most of the relevant spectral and directional cues
and hence provides a natural position for sound pickup. For all
min-max optimization procedures we use NF F T = 2048 discrete frequencies and Nφ = 16 rotation angles to approximate
the desired cost function leading to an approximation error of

In the first experiment we investigate the impact of the RTF
length LD̃ and the delay Ld in the RTF computation (cf. Appendix A) on the performance of the proposed RTF-based nullsteering beamformer. Specifically we consider the least-squares
optimization in (44) using ten sets of measurements of the acoustic feedback paths ( I = 10) measured in free-field and a single
acoustic transfer function of the incoming signal (J = 1, frontal
direction). We use the same ten sets of acoustic feedback paths
and one acoustic transfer functions for optimization and evaluation. Fig. 5 depicts exemplary results using M = 2 microphones
in terms of the average ASG and the average PESQ mean opinion scores (MOS) as well as minimum and maximum ASG
values and PESQ MOS as a function of the RTF length LD̃
for a delay of Ld = 0 and a delay of Ld = LD̃ /2. As can be
observed using Ld = 0 generally leads to a larger average ASG
and larger average PESQ MOS values. Furthermore, the largest
average ASG is obtained for LD̃ = 8, Ld = 0. Therefore, in the
following experiments these values are used to compute the RTF
used in the RTF constraint.

1 Note that including the residual feedback component f˜[k] in the evaluation
of the PESQ measure requires a non-trivial choice of the forward path gain,
which impacts the obtained results. If the gain is chosen too low, the feedback
component has no impact on the results, while if the gain is chosen larger, it
will mainly impact algorithms which result in a low MSG, e.g., an MSG that is
3 dB larger than the used gain. In order to avoid mixing the effects of incoming
signal distortions and degradations due to the feedback component, we did not
consider the residual feedback component when computing the PESQ measure.
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Fig. 5. Exemplary average ASG and PESQ MOS values as a function of the RTF length L D̃ using M = 2 microphones. Errorbars indicate minimum and
maximum ASG and PESQ MOS values, respectively.

C. Experiment 2: Optimal Feedback
Cancellation Performance
In the second experiment we investigate the optimal performance, i.e., the performance for acoustic feedback paths and
acoustic transfer functions that were included in the optimization of the null-steering beamformers. We consider I = 10 sets
of acoustic feedback paths measured in free-field and a single
frontal acoustic transfer function of the incoming signal (J = 1)
resulting in a single null-steering beamformer.
Fig. 6 depicts the average ASGs across all ten acoustic feedback paths as well as the minimum and maximum ASG as
a function of the null-steering beamformer length for the two
constraints. Note that the perceptual quality of the incoming
signal will be evaluated in detail in Experiment 4 (cf. Section VE). As can be observed from Fig. 6 for both constraints using
M = 3 microphones yields a larger average ASG of up to 51 dB
compared to using M = 2 microphones of up to 29 dB, which
is an expected result. Furthermore, increasing the number of
beamformer coefficients LW generally leads to a larger ASG.
When comparing the different constraints, for M = 2 in
Fig. 6(a) the RTF-based constraint yields a lower ASG compared to the fixed delay constraint for both optimizations. When
comparing the least-squares optimization and the min-max optimization for the RTF-based constraint they yield similar average ASGs of approximately 13–14 dB, while for the fixed delay
constraint the least-squares optimization yields a larger average
ASG compared to the min-max optimization of approximately
3–4 dB. However, note that this is in fact an expected result,
since the min-max optimization maximizes the worst-case, i.e.,
the minimum MSG. In terms of the minimum ASG (as indicated
by the lower whiskers), the min-max optimization outperforms
the least-squares optimization for both constraints by approximately 3–5 dB.
For M = 3 in Fig. 6(b) the RTF-based constraint yields a
larger average ASG of up to 51 dB compared to the fixed delay constraint (approximately up to 31 dB ASG) for both optimizations. The difference between the performance for both

constraints can most likely be explained by the different solution spaces when using different constraints, where for M = 2
the RTF-based constraint appears to be more restrictive than the
simple fixed delay constraint. Similarly as for M = 2, the leastsquares optimization yields a larger average ASG compared
to the min-max optimization, while the min-max optimization
yields a larger minimum ASG compared to the least-squares
optimization for both constraints.
In summary, these results indicate that, in general, the
proposed null-steering beamformers computed using the
least-squares optimization procedures or using the min-max
optimization procedures yield very good feedback cancellation
performance. In particular, in optimal conditions the nullsteering beamformers significantly increase the ASG, where
the least-squares optimization procedures yield a larger average
ASG compared to the min-max optimization procedures, while
the min-max optimization procedures yield a larger minimum
ASG compared to the least-squares optimization procedures.
Furthermore, using the proposed RTF-based constraint allows
to significantly increase the ASG compared to the fixed delay
constraint when using M = 3 microphones.
D. Experiment 3: Robust Feedback Cancellation Under
Unknown Feedback Paths
While the optimal performance was investigated in the second experiment, which does not reflect a realistic scenario, in
the third experiment we investigate the performance of the nullsteering beamformers for unknown acoustic feedback paths but
a known incoming signal direction. Therefore, we consider
I = 9 sets of acoustic feedback paths measured in free-field
and a single acoustic transfer function of the incoming signal in
the optimization. For each of the 10 available sets of acoustic
feedback paths measured in free-field a different null-steering
beamformer is computed using the remaining I = 9 sets of
acoustic feedback path measurements. To evaluate the robustness, for each of the 10 beamformers the average ASG was
computed for the set of acoustic feedback paths that was not
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Fig. 6. Average ASG as a function of the beamformer length L W , showing the optimal performance (Experiment 2) for the two constraints and number of
microphones. Errorbars indicate minimum and maximum ASG values.

used in the optimization, i.e., using a leave-one-out cross validation approach. However, instead of using the sets of free-field
feedback path measurements for evaluation, here we used the
corresponding sets of acoustic feedback paths measured with a
telephone receiver in close distance. Thus, this experiment includes both variations of the sound field inside the ear canal and
variations of the sound field outside of the ear.
Fig. 7 depicts the average ASGs across all ten beamformers
as well as the minimum and maximum ASG as a function of
the null-steering beamformer length for the two constraints as
well as M = 2 and M = 3. Note that the perceptual quality of
the incoming signal will be evaluated in detail in Experiment
4 (cf. Section V-E). As can be observed from Fig. 7 for both
constraints using M = 3 microphones yields a larger average
ASG of up to 41 dB compared to using M = 2 microphones
of up to 27 dB. Furthermore, similarly as in Experiment 2 (cf.
Section V-C) increasing the number of beamformer coefficients
LW again generally leads to a larger ASG.
Similarly as in Experiment 2, for M = 2 (cf. Fig. 7(a)) the
least-squares optimization outperforms the min-max optimization in terms of the average ASG by approximately 2–3 dB.
However, the min-max optimization procedures outperform the
least-squares optimization procedures in terms of the minimum
ASG (indicated by the lower whisker of the errorbar). For the
fixed delay constraint the min-max optimization procedure leads
to a minimum ASG improvement of approximately 1 dB to
2 dB compared to the least-squares optimization procedure.
Similarly, for the RTF-based constraint the min-max optimization leads to a minimum ASG improvement of approximately
3 dB to 4 dB compared to the least-squares optimization procedure. Again as for the optimal case, for M = 2 the fixed delay
constraint leads to a larger feedback cancellation performance
compared to the proposed RTF-based constraint. In contrast,
for M = 3 (cf. Fig. 7(b)) the least-squares optimization procedures outperform the min-max optimization procedures with
minimum ASG improvements of approximately 1 dB to 3 dB
for the fixed delay constraint and approximately 2 dB to 4 dB
for the RTF-based constraint. Furthermore, the proposed RTF-

based constraint yields a larger feedback cancellation performance compared to the fixed delay constraint as indicated by
the largest ASG for both the least-squares optimization procedure as well as the min-max optimization procedure.
In summary, when analyzing the robustness to internal and
external sound field variations, the results are mixed, where for
M = 2 the min-max optimization procedures generally lead to
the best performance, while for M = 3 the least-squares optimization procedures generally lead to the best performance.
Hence, all optimization procedure lead to very good feedback
cancellation performance, where our results indicate that depending on the number of microphones either the min-max
optimization procedures (for M = 2) or the least-squares optimization procedures (for M = 3) should be chosen. Similarly,
considering the feedback cancellation performance for M = 2
the fixed delay constraint should be chosen, while for M = 3
the proposed RTF constraint should be chosen.
E. Experiment 4: Preservation of the Incoming Signal
In the fourth experiment we additionally investigate the impact of known and unknown signal directions, i.e., when the
RTF of the incoming signal was either included (frontal direction) or not included (left, right, and back direction) in the optimization of the null-steering beamformer. Thus this experiment
provides insights into the robustness of the beamformer in terms
of the incoming signal preservation. We use the same ten different beamformers used in Experiment 3 and compute the PESQ
MOS values for the four different incoming signal directions.
Fig. 8 depicts the average PESQ MOS values for the different directions of the incoming signal and optimization procedures for
M = 2 and M = 3 microphones. As can be observed, generally
all null-steering beamformers have a low distortion of the incoming signal as indicated by average PESQ MOS values larger
than 4.1. The results show a general trend, that using M = 3 is
more susceptible to distortions of the incoming signal than using M = 2 microphones. Hence, in combination with the results
from Experiment 3 this indicates a trade-off between a higher
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Fig. 7. Average ASG as a function of the beamformer length L W , showing the robust performance (Experiment 3) for the two constraints and number of
microphones. Errorbars indicate minimum and maximum ASG values.

Fig. 8. Average PESQ MOS values for different incoming signal directions and all optimization procedures using L W = 48 for Experiment 4. Errorbars indicate
minimum and maximum PESQ MOS values.

feedback cancellation performance for M = 3 and a slightly
worse preservation of the incoming signal compared to using
M = 2. Furthermore, as expected using the RTF-based constraint yields the highest perceptual quality, i.e., it preserves the
incoming signal best. With average PESQ MOS values above
4.4 the least-squares optimization procedure for both M = 2
and M = 3 yields a better preservation of the incoming signal
compared to the min-max optimization procedure with average
PESQ MOS values above 4.3.
In summary, these results show that using the proposed RTFbased constraint in the null-steering beamformer optimization
yields a large robust reduction of the acoustic feedback without
distorting the incoming signal.
F. Experiment 5: Comparison and Combination With
an AFC Algorithm
While using a fixed null-steering beamformer yields a large
and robust acoustic feedback reduction, a further reduction can
be achieved by using an additional adaptive feedback cancella-

Fig. 9. Single-loudspeaker multi-microphone hearing aid system using a fixed
null-steering beamformer and an AFC algorithm considered in Experiment 5.

tion algorithm [31], see Fig. 9. The aim of the adaptive feedback
canceller Ĥ(q) of length LĤ is to reduce the residual feedback component f˜[k] = WT (q)f [k] in the beamformer output
signal e[k]. In the following we compare the performance of
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Median ECLG and PESQ MOS values for the last 30 s of the incoming signal in Experiment 5.

combining a null-steering beamformer and the PEM-AFC algorithm [2] with using only the PEM-AFC and using only a fixed
null-steering beamformer. Note that the computational complexity for the PEM-AFC algorithm is larger than for a (timeinvariant) fixed null-steering beamformer due to the adaptation
of the filter coefficients. We therefore also include a comparison
with a fixed feedback cancellation filter.
Specifically, we consider a null-steering beamformer
from Experiment 3 (cf. Section V-D), computed using
the RTF-constrained least-squares optimization procedure for
M = 3 microphones and LW = 32 . For the PEM-AFC algorithm we consider a fullband adaptive filter using the normalized least-mean-squares (NLMS) algorithm with a length of
LĤ = 64, a step-size of μ = 0.002 and a regularization constant of α = 10−6 . The prewhitening filter for the PEM-AFC
is of order NÂ = 20 and updated every 10 ms using the most
recent 10 ms of the error signal ẽ[k] using the Levinson-Durbin
recursion [34]. When using only the PEM-AFC algorithm we
only consider the reference microphone m0 , i.e., e[k] = ym 0 [k].
The fixed feedback cancellation (FFC) filter is computed as the
common all-zero filter of length LĤ = M LW using the optimization procedure in [32] from the acoustic feedback paths
of the reference microphone m0 of the same sets of measurements used to compute the fixed null-steering beamformer. Note
that this fixed feedback cancellation filter represents the average
acoustic feedback path as suggested in [33].
As the incoming signal we use the same 80 s long speech signal as described in Section V-A, played back from the right side
of the dummy head. Note that this direction was not included
in the optimization of the null-steering beamformer. Similarly
as in Experiment 3 (cf. Section V-D) we used a set of acoustic
feedback path measurements where a telephone receiver was
in close distance to the dummy head (not included in the optimization of the null-steering beamformer). The forward path of
the hearing aid was set to G(q) = |G(q, k)|q −d G , with dG = 96
corresponding to a delay of 6 ms, and |G(q, k)| = 10G 0 (q ,k )/20
the magnitude of the time-varying broadband gain. During the
first 40 s the gain G0 (q, k) was linearly increased from M SGm 0

to M SGm 0 + G̃0 , with G̃0 the overcritical gain, and then kept
constant for the remaining 40 s.
For evaluation we use the PESQ measure with ẽ[k] and xm 0 [k]
as test and reference signals, respectively, as well as the median
across time of the effective closed-loop gain (ECLG) for the
last 30 s of the speech signal. The ECLG is defined as the
difference between the gain of the hearing aid and the MSG
of the considered algorithm [6], [31] and can be interpreted as
the gain margin that is still available until instability occurs.
A hearing aid system can hence be considered stable for an
ECLG < 0 dB.
Fig. 10 depicts the median ECLG and the PESQ MOS values for different overcritical broadband gains G̃0 . The median
ECLG results in Fig. 10(a) show that for the PEM-AFC algorithm the closed-loop system remains stable for overcritical
gains G̃0 of up to 40 dB as indicated by an ECLG < 0. Similarly, when using the fixed null-steering beamformer the system
remains stable for overcritical gains of up to 35 dB. When combining the fixed null-steering beamformer and the PEM-AFC
algorithm, the system remains stable for overcritical gains of
up to 85 dB, showing the benefit of the combination. Note that,
when using a FFC filter, the performance is limited (the ASG is
about 4 dB).
The PESQ MOS values in Fig. 10(b) show that for all considered algorithms scores of 4.2 or higher are obtained when the
overcritical gain is not too large, i.e., when the ECLG < −4 dB
(cf. Fig. 10(a)). Furthermore, it can be observed that when
the ECLG < −4 dB fixed processing (i.e., a FFC filter or a
fixed null-steering beamformer) yields the highest PESQ MOS
values above 4.4, while adaptive processing yields slightly
lower PESQ MOS values. When approaching higher overcritical
gains and thus smaller stability margins, i.e., overcritical gains
G̃0 > 35 dB for the PEM-AFC algorithm and G̃0 > 65 dB for
the combination of the null-steering beamformer and the PEMAFC algorithm, respectively, the PESQ MOS values decrease
further due to artifacts introduced by the adaptive algorithm.
In summary, these results clearly show that using a combination of a fixed null-steering beamformer and the PEM-AFC
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algorithm yields an increased performance compared to using
only a fixed null-steering beamformer or using only the PEMAFC algorithm. Furthermore, the results indicate that the performance of the null-steering beamformer and the adaptive filter are complementary, i.e., the increase in performance of the
combination can be explained by the individual performances.
Moreover, a fixed null-steering beamformer yields a higher feedback cancellation performance compared to the considered FFC
filter which has a similar computational complexity.

vector of dm defined as
ďm = [ 0


...


0 dm ]T .


(57)

Ld

The solution to the optimization problem is given as
d̃m = (DTm 0 Dm 0 + I)−1 DTm 0 ďm ,

(58)

where we included a small regularization constant  =
10 −6
T
L trace(Dm 0 Dm 0 ) to avoid numerical problems.
D̃

VI. CONCLUSION
In this paper we considered to use a fixed null-steering beamformer for acoustic feedback cancellation in a custom multimicrophone hearing aid. In contrast to previous approaches that
used a fixed delay constraint, in this paper we proposed to use
a constraint based on the RTF of the incoming signal which allows to directly preserve the incoming signal in the beamformer
output. We showed how this RTF constraint can be incorporated
when either minimizing the residual feedback power, leading
to a linearly constrained least-squares optimization problem, or
maximizing the MSG of the hearing aid, leading to a linearly
constrained min-max optimization problem. In order to minimize the linearly constrained min-max optimization, we proposed to apply the real rotation theorem, leading to a linearly
constrained LP. Experimental results using measured acoustic
impulse responses and acoustic transfer functions from a custom
earpiece with three microphones show that using the proposed
RTF-based constraint yields a lower distortion of the incoming
signal compared to the fixed delay constraint, even if the incoming signal direction was not considered in the optimization.
Furthermore, when all three microphones were used, the RTFbased constraint yields the largest ASG of up to 41 dB even for
unknown acoustic feedback paths that were not included in the
optimization. A comparison of the two different objective functions used for optimization, i.e., minimizing the residual feedback power and maximizing the MSG, shows that depending
on the number of microphones either of the two objective functions can be used to compute a robust null-steering beamformer
when using the proposed RTF-based constraint. Furthermore,
experimental results show that using a combination of a fixed
null-steering beamformer and a PEM-AFC algorithm yields a
larger ASG compared to using only a fixed null-steering beamformer or using only the PEM-AFC algorithm.
APPENDIX
COMPUTATION OF RTFS
The RTFs d̃m , m = 1, . . . , M in this paper are computed
by minimizing the squared norm between the delayed acoustic
transfer function in each microphone and the filtered acoustic
transfer function in the reference microphone m0 , i.e., minimizing the following least-squares optimization problem
min
d̃ m 0

Dm 0 d̃m − ďm 22 ,

(56)

where Dm 0 is the (LD + LD̃ + Ld − 1) × LD̃ -dimensional
convolution matrix of dm 0 and ďm the Ld samples delayed
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